
All advantages at a glance 

•  You only need one application to keep all your distribution 
channels within the HRS GROUP updated. 

•  Define your prices up to 2 years in advance. 
•  You can provide higher room categories (additional 

categories) with the option of separate contingents. 
•  Optimise your occupancies with the help of the attractive 
•  Hot Deal Rate. 
•  Wellness, Events & Co.: Make use of the package 

management to design more attractive package deals. 
•  Not an exclusive partner yet? 
•  Consider becoming an exclusive partner to define prices for 

predetermined dates. Test the effect yourself. 
•  Blocked dates management: Block or release dates and 

periods of time for sales with just one click. 

How to manage prices and room availability easily 

Hotel Self-Administration has been 
developed in cooperation with the 
hotel industry to ensure ease of 
use. The system offers you various 
administrative options and simplifies 
the maintenance of your prices and 
room availability in the HRS GROUP 
system. See for yourself: 

Hotel Self-Administration 



Rates and Availability Management 
The rate calendar shows which rates are sold daily via the HRS GROUP. You have everything at a  
glance. In addition to the HRS annual rate, you can define further rates such as exhibition rates,  
weekend rates, or special rates. Moreover, you can upload up to 3 Hot Deal Rates. They offer you the  
opportunity to provide prices with specific restrictions. It is always the cheapest daily rate that is sold. 

In addition to the HRS annual rate, you can define further  
rates such as exhibition rates, weekend rates or special  
rates. It is always the cheapest daily rate that is sold. 

The rate calendar shows you  
which rates are sold daily via  
the HRS GROUP. 



Rates and Availability Management 
The rate calendar shows not only rates and availability of standard categories, but also of higher 
room categories (such as additional categories like comfort rooms or suites) as they have their own  
availability. Here you see an example of a hotel that offers additional categories with separate  
availability in addition to standard categories. 

You can define, change, and block rates by clicking  
on the according field in the rate calendar... 

...then the corresponding dialogue box opens. 



Blocked Dates Management 

Your Additional Categories 

Do you want to block or re-open your hotel quickly  
and easily for single days or a longer period of  
time? This is no problem. 
 
The blocked dates calendar of the Hotel Self-  
Administration shows you when your hotel is free  
for sale (green) or blocked (red). You can examine  
all blocked dates up to 12 months at a glance. 

Does your hotel offer higher room categories (e.g.  
comfort rooms, suites or the like) in addition to  
standard categories? Here you can define all your  
additional categories including surcharges and  
options of availability. 
 
You can define your separate types of availability  for 
up to 3 additional categories! Just choose from a  
wide range of different additional categories. 



Discounts and Free Nights 

The Exclusive Price of the HRS GROUP 

Take part in the Exclusive Price programme  
of the HRS GROUP and take advantage of 
the  related benefits. All of the information 
about  the programme, including the 
advantages and  conditions can be found by 
selecting the page 
‘Exclusive Price’ in the Hotel Self-Administration. 
 
To participate in the programme, accept the  
respective conditions once and click on ‘Take part  
now’. 
 
Do you want to test the effect of the HRS GROUP  
exclusive price beforehand? No problem. As long as  
you do not take part in the general exlusive price  
programme, you can define single rates as exclusive  
prices via the pricing within the Rates 
and Availability Management. 

Here you have the opportunity to define various  
discounts and restricted offers for free nights. These  
options can be changed any time. Furthermore, they  
are taken into account automatically when sold via  
the HRS GROUP distribution channels. 
 
 
You may choose: 
– Corporate Discount 
– Last Minute Discount 
– Early Booking Discount or Long Term Discount 



Hot Deal 

The HRS Hot Deal gives you the opportunity  
to define a price with particular restrictions 
(conditions such as limits for advanced bookings,  
minimum stays, or prepayment). Create attractive  
Hot Deal offers and achieve an even better  
occupation rate at your hotel. 



If you have any questions, 
please contact us at: 
HRS – HOTEL RESERVATION SERVICE 
Breslauer Platz 4 
50668 Köln  
GERMANY 
Phone +49 221 2077-500 
Telefax +49 221 2077-664 
contracting@hrs.com  
www.HRS.com 


